Animal Adaptations

An adaptation is something a plant or animal does in order to meet its needs.

What are some things animals need to survive?

Name one adaptation each animal has. What need does that adaptation meet?

Turtle, has a shell, shell give it shelter.
**Behavioral Adaptation**
Something an animal DOES to survive; a behavior.
Example: hibernation. Pooping to mark territory.

**Structural Adaptation**
Something an animal is BORN WITH that helps it survive.
Example: camouflaged fur. Teeth for eating.

**What's a raptor?**
A bird who's a meat-eater (carnivore)

**What kind of beaks do they have?**

**What do you notice about their talons?**
Watch the video...

What is a bird casting?

Why do raptors create castings?

How are bird castings an adaptation for raptors?

Is it a structural or behavioral adaptation?